Within the past two months, Venezuela National Assembly leader Juan Guaido has challenged de jure President Nicolas Maduro as illegitimate. With support from the United States and various other nations, Guaido has declared himself the interim president of the nation. This past week, billionaire Richard Branson announced that a concert in Colombia would be held on Friday to send aid to Venezuela. In response, Maduro declared a rival “Hands Off Venezuela” concert that will import 300 tons worth of aid from Russia - rejecting any aid that may come from Branson’s event, according to The Washington Post.

Maduro has denied the existence of a crisis and has blocked many shipments of food and aid sent by other countries for years. However, with the help of international allies, Guaido has been able to access humanitarian aid from many countries. The interim president plans to bring in the aid raised through Branson’s concert despite the claims of Maduro’s “cynical” government, according to The Washington Post.

For Suffolk students with family in Venezuela, this crisis has become more than political and has left students concerned and distressed. “The country is basically destroyed, there’s nothing left,” said Suffolk biology major and Venezuela native Rosa Roa Ramirez in an interview with The Suffolk Journal.

Renaissance painters in the 15th century made history by popularizing the use of oil paints; this century, artists and biologists are making history by learning to paint with bacteria in Petri dishes.
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Students make living art with award winning bacterial artist

Dr. Mehmet Berkmen, a microbiologist at New England Biolabs and mixed media artist Maria Peñil Cobo spoke at Suffolk University last Tuesday and demonstrated their work using bacteria as a medium of expression. Soon after Peñil moved to Massachusetts in 2010, a chance meeting between her and Berkmen led to nearly a decade of work trying to bridge the gap between art and science.

“The best way for people to see the beauty of bacterial is to get people to open their third eyes,” said Berkmen in an interview with The Suffolk Journal. “Their brains need to understand how important bacteria are, how present they are, how common they are, how old and diverse they are. In that way, maybe the brain could start respecting them and we could change our perspectives of bacteria.”

For their ‘canvas’ the duo use Petri dishes filled with agar, a jelly-like substance that aids in growing a variety of microbes at different temperatures, and for their living ‘paint’ they use many different species of bacteria that live, breathe and grow over time. Due to the nature of an art medium that can be unpredictable, Peñil does not have full control over the products of her labor.

“When I make a piece, it is not just me doing something to the bacteria, but the bacteria are doing their own thing,” said Peñil. “I think it is amazing that both the bacteria and I are doing something together to make the art.”

Peñil and Berkmen gave nearly 30 Suffolk students a chance to create bacterial art themselves after the lecture, many of whom were science majors. It has been one of their goals for several years to broaden the educational gap between art and science. Originally from Spain, Peñil explained that although the only science education she ever received was in her high school biology and chemistry classes, her art has always been inspired by nature. “I was seeing the same shapes in nature as in the human body like with veins and leaves,” she said. “Now from the bacteria, I am getting to know my body inside and out. I work a lot with my fingerprints, with bacteria from my lips, breasts, nose, skin, and it changed the concept of my body for me.”

Peñil’s evolving concept of her own body has been exactly the primary mission of her and Berkmen’s work. They see their craft as an opportunity to “bridge the gap,” between both humans and microbes as well as between arts and sciences. “I really don’t like the fact that scientists are not trained in art and vice versa,” said Berkmen. “If I had a say I would force every scientist to take art classes, and every artist to take science classes because a separated society is not healthy. There is no good reason for the separation.”

Not only is it the art that they create inherently unpredictable, but it also does not last forever. After just six months, the colors of some bacteria will start to fade even after they seal the Petri dishes with epoxy adhesive.

For this reason, part of the process of showing their works to the public has been to take high-resolution pictures when the bacteria are at an ideal point in their growth process. “As a biologist, you already know that bacteria is good for you, there are good and bad bacteria,” said senior biology major Alicia Cantrell in an interview with The Suffolk Journal. “But thinking about it from a business perspective, it is very hard to get across certain [bacterial] drugs and antibiotics because people don’t see bacteria as a good thing. So this art can really help with that.”

Berkmen and Peñil have won several competitions, including first place in the 2015 Agar Art Contest at the American Society for Microbiology (ASM), and third place in the 2018 ASM contest. They have also attempted to expand into other media, creating an award-winning time-lapse of bacterial art growth. “Our art can be the bridge between art and science. Artists create puzzles and scientists solve them,” said Berkmen.

Artist Maria Peñil Cobo “paints” a Petri dish with bacteria

“Our art can be the bridge between art and science. Artists create puzzles and scientists solve them.”
- Dr. Mehmet Berkman

Dr. Mehmet Berkmen and Artist Maria Peñil Cobo discuss their upcoming bacterial art show in Boston
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Suffolk University’s Chief of Security and Police
Gerard Coletta and three other Suffolk University Police Department (SUPD) representatives said they believe that Suffolk should move to arm its police force. Their statements were made during a campus safety forum hosted by SGA in the Sawyer building on Feb. 7.

"I do believe the department should be armed," said Coletta during the forum. "We’re really concerned about being able to protect the community, and for that matter, protect our [own] officers.

Although the forum intended to address campus safety on a larger scale, many of the questions taken by the panel regarded whether SUPD should be armed or not, a question that has circulated around Suffolk in the last few years as universities are arming their police forces.

Coletta appraised the idea of SUPD as a three to four month process that would cost around $100,000. On top of buying firearms and training the officers to use them, all armed officers would receive additional use of force and scenario trainings and would be required to undergo a psychological evaluation.

"As chief executive officer of this organization, I would have to be convinced that each and every officer, once the training process was done, is competent in the use of a firearm and knowing when and when not to use it," said Coletta.

Cpt. Tim Connolly, SUPD’s second-in-command, said the department would only look to arm its officers with handguns due to concerns that long guns, such as assault rifles, could shoot through walls or hit people on Boston’s busy streets.

If a current SUPD officer was deemed unfit to be armed as a result of their psychological evaluation, they would be relieved from police duties and would be terminated or allowed the opportunity to be employed by the department as an unarmed, non-sworn security officer or dispatch officer, said Coletta in an interview with The Journal.

In the past, SUPD has responded to stabbings in Downtown Crossing, the Boston Common and various surrounding areas close to Suffolk’s campus. Panelists said that curbing gun violence in Boston’s busy streets.

Panelists said that currently, SUPD officers can only respond to situations involving a lethal weapon by calling the Boston Police Department (BPD), which Coletta said usually has a response time of seven to nine minutes.

Like Suffolk, Emerson College does not employ an armed police force.

The Board of Trustees at Massachusetts College of Art and Design, or MassArt, voted last week not to arm the police officers, as reported by the Boston Herald.

Audience member and Suffolk Freshman Matt Lewis, who was an armed student resource officer in his high school, said he was concerned about arming to Suffolk when he learned that SUPD is not armed.

"We would have to wait seven to nine minutes for Boston police to arrive, and SUPD would be much more immediate with the same resources [BPD has]," said Lewis in an interview with The Journal.

Jo-lice “Jello” Grant, a senior at Suffolk who works with SUPD to organize security for Caribbean Student Union events and regularly interacts with officers on campus, supports arming the department.

"I am 90 percent confident that most SUPD officers would do a good job with a gun," said Grant. "There are very few that I am a little shaky about, some that I don’t like, but other than that I don’t see [arming SUPD] as a big issue, and that’s me as a person of color and afro-latina.

During the forum, Grant expressed concerns she has heard from other people of color at Suffolk over the arming of SUPD.

"For people of color, it’s a bit different because they’re not actively communicating with SUPD every day, and automatically their brain thinks, ‘all right, a police officer with a gun on my campus. How do I feel about that?’ because they see these active shootings where people of color are always dying from police officers that have guns," said Grant in an interview with The Journal.

Yasir Batalvi, a SGA senator for the class of 2020 and candidate for SGA president, supports arming SUPD but thinks that officers should not have firearms with them at all times when the policy is initiated. This way, SUPD can "criminalize Suffolk’s culture to firearms," especially for students living in residence halls, said Batalvi.

"The dynamic between police officers and students [in the residence halls] is a positive one, and that’s me as a person of color, and I have not said whether or not they agree with the president. For some people, in some buildings require a Suffolk identification card for access and others do not, according to Coletta and the firm’s report.

"We’re doing a good job of crime prevention and community policing, but what we’re not doing is communicating what we’re doing to the community," said Coletta. "So it’s important that we not do that, and we do that in a more efficient way.

The firm’s study and President Marisa Kelly have expressed concerns to The Journal in an interview with the Board of Trustees, said at an SGA meeting Thursday that he hopes the university comes to a decision on arming SUPD by the end of the academic year.

"One thing I have committed to do over the next few months just me. I am not speaking for the board is to hear from as many segments of the community as I can," said Lamb.

While the panel commended Kelly and the Board of Trustees for looking into the arming of SUPD, Connolly said that SUPD will continue to discuss the issue with the president and administration. They also said that although they have their own opinions regarding the issue, the decision is ultimately the Board of Trustees’ and President Kelly’s.

"[This panel’s] recommendation is to keep you guys safe," said Connolly. "If we have to bring this up every week, every month, every year, then we’ll do it."

Connect with Caroline and Ryan by emailing suffolknews@gmail.com and suffolkopinion@gmail.com
Panel finds race discourse at Suffolk can be better

Kaitlin Hahn
News Editor

In Tuesday night’s Diversity Panel, students, faculty and staff discussed the call for an increased effort by Suffolk’s administration to include more people of color, especially in representation throughout the faculty and staff employment.

“The university as a whole needs to really do a better job at making sure that students who come here get exposed to a greater number of things,” said Associate Professor Robert Bellinger to the crowd. “It is possible for students to come here and slide through, check off their diversity course requirements without really getting a diverse experience.”

The panel discussed topics from the racial tension they may have experienced during their time at Suffolk, what instances of discrimination and racism have occurred to them or people around them, microaggressions received over time and ended on giving the audience advice on how to lead both themselves and others for the better.

The panelists included Robert Bellinger, associate professor in the History Department; Kim M. McLaunin, associate dean for experiential learning in the Suffolk Law School; Shawn Newton, associate dean of students; Natasha Torkelson, staff psychologist specializing in multicultural training and Samille Doyle, resident director of Miller Hall.

“These conversations cannot be had enough, you see issues like this arise on campus all the time and you might not always hear about them but they do exist,” said Treasurer of the Black Student Union (BSU) Mardochee Sylvestre. “And these conversations can help us bring awareness to that.”

The panel concurred that among the student population, Suffolk has seen an increase in people of color, both in the dorms as well as in the classrooms. Although there are positives that come with a diverse campus, they pointed out the increase in bias reports in the dorms as well as the clear effort in classrooms to avoid discussing race, which could be fixed by support from Suffolk itself.

“The big thing Suffolk can do to not just talk about it, but be present and actually do it. Let us see [that they] actually care and it’s not just [them] talking about diversity and inclusion but actually doing it,” said Sylvestre in an interview with The Journal. “You can talk about something all you want you gotta show up and actually do it to make it matter.”

The event ended on an invitation to stay and socialize with both the audience and the panel. “Diversity isn’t just about race or color or ethnicity. You have international students, different gender identities, different sexualities,” said Satterwhite in an interview with The Journal. “I really think it’s important, if you are going to be spending the money to go to university, [that] you should be able to go somewhere and see yourself whilst having your voice be heard.”

Any student looking to run for SGA e-board or senator should pick up an election packet at the SLI office in Sawyer room 320. All packets must be brought to either the SLI office, SGA office in Sawyer room 324 or the hub desk at Somerset by 5 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 27.

Those running for SGA e-board positions have to be nominated by another senator in order to run. SGA President Morgan Robb reminded senators, general members and nominees to act responsibly and professionally during the 2019-2020 election season.

“We are not meant to be a political organization,” said Robb. “The point of this organization is to represent the students.”

The first round of SGA e-board nominations for the 2019-2020 academic year took place on Feb. 14. The second and last round of nominations will be held during Thursday’s meeting.

Bob Lamb, chair of the Board of Trustees, answered questions from SGA senators and shared updates from the Board at the Feb. 14 meeting.

“Higher education is a business and you have to look at the marketplace and the demand from student enrollment,” said Lamb to SGA.

While there has been discussion of making Suffolk a research-focused university, Lamb said the Board’s focus will stay on serving this population, since “[the Board] would have to walk away from our mission of providing access and opportunity for people who might not have it otherwise.”

The Board has also talked about adding new residence halls and on-campus housing options, and is considering how close potential locations are to Suffolk’s campus and nearby T station.

“It is not going as quickly as I had hoped, but it’s not for a lack of trying,” said Lamb.

Lamb said trustees are working to ensure that Suffolk will never join the growing list of Massachusetts schools that have announced they are closing, although there are no signs of Suffolk closing currently.

“The job of the board and administration is to make sure we will never close Suffolk and we are doing the things we need to do to make Suffolk stronger, bigger, and have a better value.”

This week in SGA...

Connect with Kaitlin by emailing suffolknews@gmail.com

Connect with Caroline by emailing suffolknews@gmail.com and Haley by emailing suffolkjournal@gmail.com
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Violence towards press, unity among journalists

Caroline Enos
Asst. News Editor

Speakers at Ford Hall Forum described the enemy of the people? Freedom of the press and democracy? event at Modern Theater on Feb. 6 described the importance of a free press in the face of President Trump's attempts to discredit it, and how The Boston Globe started a movement to defend it. It was on the first Tuesday of last August when The Globe's editorial staff decided to fight back against Trump, who frequently labeled the press "fake news" and "the enemy of the people." Along with her colleagues, Marjorie Pritchard, the Deputy Managing Editor for the editorial page at The Globe and a speaker at the event, asked newspapers across the country to simultaneously publish editorials defending the press's dedication to truth.

By the time the editorials were published on August 16, a week after the idea was introduced, 429 publications ranging from conservative newspapers and small town weeklies to major new outlets had signed on to what Pritchard called the "most remarkable experience of her career." "In the end, we collectively spoke intelligently and firmly, a deep and broad counterpunch to the President of the country who finds it politically expedient to label the media the enemy of the people and any news he doesn't like fake," said Pritchard.

While the Senate unanimously passed a resolution stating "the press is not the enemy of the people" just hours after the editorials were published, Trump took a different approach in his response. He once again tweeted that much of what the press publishes is "fake news" and that the The Globe is in COLLUSION with other papers on free press. PROVE IT!" I "never could determine what he meant by 'prove it,' but this was not collusion," said Pritchard. "This was the press wanting its voice to be heard in the public discourse. Defending the Constitution should not be a controversial proposition." Pritchard said Trump is not the first president to have a distrustful relationship with the press. She explained to the audience that John Adams censored journalists through the Sedition Act, Theodore Roosevelt called journalists "muckrakers," Richard Nixon created a list of enemies that included many journalists, and Barack Obama denied the most Freedom of Information requests of any president, even spying on the press and persecuting journalists regularly. Bryan Trabold, chair of the Suffolk University English Department and a speaker at the event, compared Trump's attack on the media to the Apartheid government's suppression of journalists in the late 20th century by quoting Norman Mailer, an attorney who advised a newspaper that opposed the Apartheid government and the violent methods it used to segregate black and white citizens. "[Apartheid] government never wanted the public to know that newspapers were writing the truth about them and that the government was stopping the truth," said Trabold in his speech quoting Mailer. "They wanted to say, 'These people are lying. That's why we're censoring, not because they're telling the truth - these people are liars.'"

An Ipsos poll that was released just a week before the editorials were published found that 48 percent of Republicans consider the press the enemy of the people, while more than one-quarter of Americans said they believe "the president should have the authority to close news outlets" and "make sure they're not too opinionated, not too left sided and not too right sided," and have to do this while reporting accurately," said Alexandria Aciata, a broadcast journalist major at Suffolk who attended the event, in an interview with the Journal. Since Trump's election, presidents in Venezuela, Syria and the Philippines have defamed reports of violence and murder by their administrations as nothing more than "fake news." Pritchard said that this sort of speech by politicians can put journalists in danger. According to the Committee to Protect Journalists, 251 reporters were imprisoned in 2018 and at least 53 were killed. "[Those killed included] five at the Capital Gazette in Maryland, who were killed by a gunman with a ven- detta against the paper," said Pritchard. "There was also the vicious murder of Washington Post con- tributing columnist Jamal Khashoggi at the hands of the Saudi government, killed for holding the government accountable." On the day the editorials were published, Robert Chain, 68, called the Boston Globe and threatened to kill every journalist there at 4 p.m. by shooting them in the head, right after calling them the enemies of the people. He was arrested a week and a half later when law enforcement found 20 guns, including a semi-automatic weapon, in his home. Chain told reporters outside a federal courthouse after his arrest that "The United States got saved by having Donald J. Trump elected as president." "The threat isn't necessarily from the gov- ernment infringing on first amendment rights," said Trabold. "The threat is when you create such a toxic environment that it could poten- tially lead to violence."
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Another successful semester for SUMUN students

Suffolk is known for its diverse campus with students from over 150 different countries; a place where it is best represented is in Somersett, room B18, where the Suffolk University chapter of the Model United Nations meets weekly.

SUMUN’s Model United Nations (SUMUN) is a group of politically active, socially and culturally diverse students. They aim to hone and develop skills like delegation, public speaking, professionalism and many others.

The U.N. is an international organization that works towards protecting human rights, promoting development and maintaining international peace and security, according to their website. A smaller organization called Model U.N. involves young people from around the world in international problem resolution.

Over the last two years SUMUN has been awarded ‘Outstanding Delegation’ (1st place) in the 2017 D.C. conference and honorable mention at the Washington D.C. and New York conferences in 2018.

At the most recent national conference in Washington D.C., SUMUN represented both Slovakia and Tajikistan. Half the group represented each country because the group was too large to represent only one.

Tajikistan was awarded honorable mention and Slovakia came in first place with Outstanding Delegation.

Suffolk has been a part of the collegiate level Model U.N. since 2009 and has grown immensely since, especially in the last few years. Current president of SUMUN, Angela Cutone said that when she joined in 2016, there were only 8-12 consistent members, a number which has now risen to about 45 members.

This group currently attends three Model U.N. conferences a year. One is Boston based, one in D.C. and the final, and largest, in New York City. Public affairs officer and Treasurer-elect Kostas Louskos explained that each university that attends represents a different country and tackles international issues from the point of view of said country.

Students then pair off into different ‘committees’ that focus on more specific issues. For example, there are committees like ECOFIN - the economic and finance committee, or SOCHUM, the social, humanitarian and cultural committee, and a wide range of others who cover almost any political or social issue.

These students work in pairs, one whose strength is writing and one whose strength is speaking. They then work together to present a solution for an issue regarding international conflict to U.N. delegates. Both individual committees and entire chapters can receive awards for presenting the most viable solutions.

According to Cutone, the group’s growth and success is due to the focus on quality control over marketing tactics. SUMUN’s e-board is dedicated to growing the group’s budget so that they can continue welcoming as many members as possible.

SUMUN’s e-board is dedicated to growing the group’s budget so that they can continue welcoming as many members as possible. "SUMUN welcomes everyone. We become a sort of family as we all work towards a common goal," said Cutone.

SUMUN President Angela Cutone poses with member Rene Sanchez at Washington D.C. conference
Venezuela standoff sparks greater need for aid

From VENEZUELA - 1

Later the Congress moved the elections that were supposed to be held in December 2018 ahead to May 2018. This gave the opposition very little time to make a campaign before the elections were held, according to The New York Times.

Considering that all the opposition leaders were either jailed or banned, and only a small percentage of the population voted under the negative influence of Maduro, it wasn’t a surprise that Maduro won the elections.

Under the given circumstances, the Venezuelan population and international community had no choice but to declare the 2018 elections illegitimate. President Donald Trump banned Maduro’s government right after the 2018 elections by not buying any more petroleum from Venezuela, according to The New York Times.

These oil firm sanctions have worsened inflation with the intention of weakening Maduro’s government. Maduro has continued to lead the economy of the country to a devastating disaster, crushing the economic stability of Venezuelan citizens. Ramirez has been outside of the country for two years and explained how the shelves are empty,” said Suffolk senior and Politics, Philosophy and Economics major Andres Rodriguez in an interview with The Suffolk Journal. “For example if she is buying eggs she is not able to get a dozen as normal, she buys three eggs.”

Ramirez has been hospitalized after picking up a police pellet grenade, according to The New York Times. Macron has condemned the protests, and discontempt for President Macron and the French elite as the poverty gap in the country has continued to grow, according to The New York Times. Macron has condemned the protests, and discontempt for President Macron and the French elite as the poverty gap in the country has continued to grow, according to The New York Times.

"When my grandma goes to the supermarket, the shelves are empty," said Suffolk senior and Politics, Philosophy and Economics major Andres Rodriguez in an interview with The Suffolk Journal. “For example if she is buying eggs she is not able to get a dozen as normal, she buys three eggs.”

"If there's a time to be hopeful it should be now, but it shouldn't be blind hope. We are still on the uphill battle." - Suffolk senior Andres Rodriguez

The world at-large

Yellow Vest Protests show no sign of letting up

This past November, the French government implemented a new tax increase on fuel that sent a wave of anger through many of the country’s lower income communities. French lawmakers have called for bans on further protests by the Yellow Vest movement. This anti-government display was born out of discontent for President Macron and the French elite as the poverty gap in the country has continued to grow, according to The New York Times. Macron has condemned the protests, as demonstrations have turned violent and objectively racist.

The movement was started in response to the tax increase but has transitioned its aim to the overall hierarchy of the French elite as well as having become increasingly anti-semitic. As Yellow Vesters riot and deface the streets of Paris with anti-government and anti-semitic rhetoric, incidents of violence and danger have increased. Injuries have occurred on both sides as protesters and police clash, even leaving one protester hospitalized after picking up a police pellet grenade, according to BBC.

Latest move in Brexit

With Prime Minister Theresa May set to present to the European Commission President on Wednesday, time on the Brexit deal is running thin. Nearly 10 weeks after Parliament rejected May’s plan to exit the EU, the Prime Minister has made it known that the “Malthouse Compromise” is not a solution to the Irish border and that further solutions need to be explored. The compromise favors leaving the EU on schedule without setting a hard border with Ireland. This compromise could be the only way to garner enough support for the deal from Tory Brexiteers, according to BBC. It follows the maximum facilitation model that calls for technological advancements at Irish borders to avoid custom checks, according to The Guardian. With both sides unwilling to concede, reaching a compromise has become more difficult.
While studying abroad at the Suffolk Madrid Campus, student Stephanie Flores traveled to Paris. Connect with Stephanie by emailing sflores2@su.suffolk.edu.

“Not only was it so much fun taking the photo, but it was amazing to spend this moment with my friends.”

-Stephanie Flores

All photos courtesy of Stephanie Flores

Do you love traveling? Know someone studying abroad? Get the chance to be featured in The Journal’s new travel column, Suffolk Overseas! Email suffolkworldnews@gmail.com for more information.
The dynamic sounds of Los Angeles trio Cherry Glazerr filled Brighton Music Hall on Friday night for a sold out show of loud, raged feminist rock. Led by founder, singer and guitarist Clementine Creevy, the band's aggressive yet charismatic attitude got right in the face of concerto goers and refused not to be heard.

Formed in 2013 while its members were still in high school, Cherry Glazerr has experienced many changes as far as members and record labels go, but the band is currently made up of Creevy on lead vocals and guitar, Tabor Allen on drums and Devin O'Brien on bass.

Small but mighty, the trio dominated the stage with their clothing was only增强ed by their absolutely killer instrumental capabilities.

“This song is about growing up and how that’s cool, and everything” said Creevy, shrugging and grinning at the crowd as they transitioned into “Self-Explained.”

This song slowed things down a bit, as Creevy's melancholy voice floated poetically and pushed against the harshness of her guitar playing. There was a constant shifting of the comfort level of the listeners, as the sound and mood of each track developed differently from the last.

The band’s fourth full-length album, which was released earlier this month, portrays a sense of maturity. Creevy has refined the message she wants to put out into the world with her clairous, millennial iteration on the punk “Riot Grrrl” style. As a 21-year-old female rocker who has been on the scene since the age of 16, her struggles and triumphs with her emerging adulthood is clear on “Stuffed & Ready.”

Cherry Glazerr’s set brought back some older tracks like “Grilled Cheese” and “Teenage Girl” off their first album “Papa Cremp.” While these songs remain favorites for fans, it is clear to see the emotional journey Creevy's musical development has undergone. Simple-sounding lyrics with loaded undertones like “Grilled cheese, in my mouth. Get on your knees. If you want a bite, go fly a kite,” were bursts of energy from the crowd, as Creevy chanting “Where should I go, daddi? What should I say? Where should I go? Is it OK with you?” The uncertainty portrayed in these tracks reflect Creevy's own feelings about feminism, the patriarchy and her take on the current political climate, while still remaining honest to the music itself.

Cherry Glazerr included two additional songs at the very end of their lengthy show as an encore, rounding out at an almost twenty song set. They closed out the set with “Told You I’d Be With The Guys,” a noisy rockanthem about female solidarity. Creevy’s assuring guitar solos made the crowd swoon even more, as the band trunculently got out everything they had left to give.

Cherry Glazerr is just getting started on their jam-packed year of touring, with 43 more stops planned nationally and internationally, in promotion of their new album.
Upcoming ESAD gallery features artwork by Suffolk alumni

On Thursday, the Suffolk University Art Gallery will be presenting “A Life Designed,” an exhibit featuring the work of seven alumni of the Masters in Graphic Design program. The gallery will show both professional and personal work from six B.A. artists and one associate professor. One of the exhibition’s purposes is to show current graphic design majors what their future could potentially look like, as well as bring more alumni back to campus.

“We’ve been curating this for a few months,” said Kitz in an interview with The Suffolk Journal. “We kind of did a preliminary review of the work to make sure it was of the caliber we wanted to show in the exhibition... It was very important for us to show the strong work that they’re doing professionally and strong work they’re doing in their personal life. We want to highlight the individuals but also want to make sure we’re showing the best and the brightest of who we are.”

“Our alumni go on to do really interesting things,” said gallery director Deborah Davidson in an interview with The Journal. “It’s really useful and rewarding to current students to see what life is like afterwards, not only professionally but to actually experience the work in person.”

Davidson also spoke on how beneficial the gallery can be to promoting communication between the alumni and current graphic design students. “The gallery is the perfect place for an alumni event,” said Davidson. “It could be used more, so hopefully this show of alumni from various years will attract alumni who are in the Boston area to come and connect.”

Davidson mentioned that the appeal of the gallery applies to all disciplines at Suffolk, due to the nature of our quick-changing and media heavy culture. “As you know, we live in a visual culture, said Davidson. “It’s really important that students and the people, you know anybody, be conversant in visual language.

This is only the second year the gallery has been located directly on Suffolk’s campus, due to the relocation of the New England School of Art and Design (NESDA) from 75 Amsterdam Street to the Sawyer Building during the 2017-2018 academic year.

Since (NESDA) became part of Suffolk 20 plus years ago, there’s always been a gallery in the Art & Design program, and we moved here, to campus in just two years,” said Davidson. “Even though we were only 20 minutes away, to have faculty and the community be able to interact in a more fluid way with the rest of the school is great.

The Art Gallery, which is a part of the Art and Design department is located on the sixth floor of the Sawyer Building. Following the opening of “A Life Designed” on Thursday afternoon, there will be a reception from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. within the gallery.

The gallery is free and will be open to both students and the public until March 17.

Connect with Phoebe Adams by emailing padamsS@su.suffolk.edu

Spotlight performance ‘It Takes a Village’ debuts at Sullivan Theatre

Suffolk’s Sullivan Studio Theater was filled with students, professors and families on Friday night for the Spotlight performance of “It Takes a Village,” a musical directed by senior theatre major Gracie Libby and stage managed by sophomore theatre major Ross Gray.

The show is a combination of “writing by Emerson, songs by Berklee and acting by Suffolk,” said Davidson. “It was a fun show that allowed our students to individually showcase performances they run and direct themselves. The production and cast allowed their opportunity to debut their work in a workshop format while preparing for the theatre department.”

“It Takes a Village” is a twist on the classic musical fairytale, popularized by the likes of Disney. Much of the show’s humor comes from breaking the fourth wall, given that all the residents of the ritual village are archetypal characters who are aware that they must sing for their princess, Celine.

The show opens when Meg, played by Adriana Alvarez, begins to sing about her life in the village, and how she and her fellow villagers must serenade the princess whenever she appears. Meg is drawn to books and information rather than the usual local flirtations.

The princess herself, played by Rika Saito (“Junior”) and Kurokami no otoe (“girl with black hair”), while the male protagonist is referred to as Senpai (“Senior”). Senpai wants to confess to Kohai, but is kept apart from her for most of the night.

After meeting with other college students at a club, Kohai, after consuming many alcoholic drinks, finds herself alone in Kyoto at night. Over the course of the evening, she meets several intriguing characters, including Rihaku, a supernatural being.

Meanwhile, Senpai encounters a number of obstacles to retrieve a copy of Kohai’s favorite childhood book “Night in Japan” in hopes of winning her heart.

Originally released in Japan in April 2017, “Night is Short, Walk On Girl” quickly earned the praise of many critics and won the Japan Academy Prize for Animation of the Year. It was released in the United States in August, 2018.

The animation’s vivid colors provided an unusual opportunity to show an audience the mysterious dream-like nighttime alongside the characters.

Yusa’s use of high contrast colors on cocktail drinks, bright city lights and neon signs was remarkable. The bright, neon-lit scenes set against the dark night was wonderfully shown.

The romantic comedy played by a large amount of funny moments. As the characters navigate bizarre situations and personal advances in the venue was filled with laughter. The store’s comedic atmosphere kept the film fast-paced and upbeat.

The flu spreading from Rihaku to other characters demonstrated that all the events were connected and everything happens for a reason. The film also depicted the mental growth and development of Senpai, who put himself outside of his comfort zone in order to get Kohai to notice him.

The 92-minute animation showcased a beautiful collection of animation portraying the traditional Japanese atmosphere of the city. It offered an opportunity to show an audience the overlooked aspect of Japan.

The Boston Festival of Films from Japan continued its annual tradition of introducing Japanese culture to a new crowd. The festival is also known for the MFA party the night before the festival. The MFA party will be held until Feb. 28.

Connect with Rika by emailing srika@suffolk.edu

Connect with Cat by emailing cprotano@suffolk.edu

Rika Saito Journal Contributor

On Valentine’s Day, the Museum of Fine Arts (MFA) screened the film “The Night is Short, Walk On Girl” as part of Suffolk’s Boston Festival of Films from Japan. The movie, which was played in Japanese with English subtitles, dazzled people in the theater with its unconventional animation.

The Remis Auditorium, which can accommodate up to 400 people, was lively with the audience just minutes before the film started. As the lights dimmed, the audience was pulled into the mind of director Masaaki Yuasa.

The film follows two characters, Japanese college students on a surreal trip to Kyoto alone at night. Over the course of the evening, they meet several intriguing characters, including Rihaku, a supernatural being.

Meanwhile, Senpai encounters a number of obstacles to retrieve a copy of Kohai’s favorite childhood book “Night in Japan” in hopes of winning her heart.

Originally released in Japan in April 2017, “Night is Short, Walk On Girl” quickly earned the praise of many critics and won the Japan Academy Prize for Animation of the Year. It was released in the United States in August, 2018.
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The romantic comedy played by a large amount of funny moments. As the characters navigate bizarre situations and personal advances in the venue was filled with laughter. The store’s comedic atmosphere kept the film fast-paced and upbeat.

The flu spreading from Rihaku to other characters demonstrated that all the events were connected and everything happens for a reason. The film also depicted the mental growth and development of Senpai, who put himself outside of his comfort zone in order to get Kohai to notice him.

The 92-minute animation showcased a beautiful collection of animation portraying the traditional Japanese atmosphere of the city. It offered an opportunity to show an audience the overlooked aspect of Japan.

The Boston Festival of Films from Japan continued its annual tradition of introducing Japanese culture to a new crowd. The festival is also known for the MFA party the night before the festival. The MFA party will be held until Feb. 28.
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Connect with Cat by emailing cprotano@suffolk.edu

Spotlight performance ‘It Takes a Village’ debuts at Sullivan Theatre

Catarina Protano Journal Staff

Suffolk’s Sullivan Studio Theater was filled with students, professors and families on Friday night for the Spotlight performance of “It Takes a Village,” a musical directed by senior theatre major Gracie Libby and stage managed by sophomore theatre major Ross Gray.

The show is a combination of “writing by Emerson, songs by Berklee and acting by Suffolk,” said Davidson. “It was a fun show that allowed our students to individually showcase performances they run and direct themselves. The production and cast allowed their opportunity to debut their work in a workshop format while preparing for the theatre department.”

“It Takes a Village” is a twist on the classic musical fairytale, popularized by the likes of Disney. Much of the show’s humor comes from breaking the fourth wall, given that all the residents of the ritual village are archetypal characters who are aware that they must sing for their princess, Celine.

The show opens when Meg, played by Adriana Alvarez, begins to sing about her life in the village, and how she and her fellow townspeople must serenade the princess whenever she appears. Meg is drawn to books and information rather than the usual local flirtations.

The princess herself, played by Rika Saito (“Junior”) and Kurokami no otoe (“girl with black hair”), while the male protagonist is referred to as Senpai (“Senior”). Senpai wants to confess to Kohai, but is kept apart from her for most of the night.

After meeting with other college students at a club, Kohai, after consuming many alcoholic drinks, finds herself alone in Kyoto at night. Over the course of the evening, she meets several intriguing characters, including Rihaku, a supernatural being.

Meanwhile, Senpai encounters a number of obstacles to retrieve a copy of Kohai’s favorite childhood book “Night in Japan” in hopes of winning her heart.

Originally released in Japan in April 2017, “Night is Short, Walk On Girl” quickly earned the praise of many critics and won the Japan Academy Prize for Animation of the Year. It was released in the United States in August, 2018.

The animation’s vivid colors provided an unusual opportunity to show an audience the mysterious dream-like nighttime alongside the characters.

Yusa’s use of high contrast colors on cocktail drinks, bright city lights and neon signs was remarkable. The bright, neon-lit scenes set against the dark night was wonderfully shown.

The romantic comedy played by a large amount of funny moments. As the characters navigate bizarre situations and personal advances in the venue was filled with laughter. The store’s comedic atmosphere kept the film fast-paced and upbeat.

The flu spreading from Rihaku to other characters demonstrated that all the events were connected and everything happens for a reason. The film also depicted the mental growth and development of Senpai, who put himself outside of his comfort zone in order to get Kohai to notice him.

The 92-minute animation showcased a beautiful collection of animation portraying the traditional Japanese atmosphere of the city. It offered an opportunity to show an audience the overlooked aspect of Japan.

The Boston Festival of Films from Japan continued its annual tradition of introducing Japanese culture to a new crowd. The festival is also known for the MFA party the night before the festival. The MFA party will be held until Feb. 28.
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When “Hamilton: An American Musical,” the hip-hop musical created by and originally starring Lin-Manuel Miranda, first premiered in 2015, it quickly gained a throng of adoring fans and was labeled as a show that would change Broadway forever. Despite the large amount of praise “Hamilton” has received, “Spamilton: An American Parody” hilariously pokes fun at the award-winning musical and its creator.

Gerard Alessandrini, the founder of the off-Broadway musical parody venue “Forbidden Broadway” and the playwright behind “Spamilton,” has the audacity constantly chuckling about his songwriting. Instead, the one-act show feels more like a satire about the composer himself.

“Spamilton” brilliantly chaffs composer Lin-Manuel Miranda and his groundbreaking musical

Morgan Hume

The Huntington Theatre Company’s 80-minute production of “Spamilton” is jam packed with over-the-top songs about Miranda the actor, Miranda the enunciator, Miranda the chaff and Miranda the ham. Despite the fact that “Hamilton” has received a large amount of praise forever, despite the fact that Miranda has mastered the hip-hop musical created for comedic effect. For instance, “You’ll Be Back” was transformed into “Straight Is Back.” The company also incorporated continuous rapping.

“Hamilton” is known for its hip-hop musical. Along with “Spamilton,” each character being introduced had lines asking how many syllables Miranda could squeeze into a few notes, making the naming get fuzzy because the songs are so fast. In “Spamilton,” there were sometimes when it was hard to hear the actor’s lines and therefore some of the humor may have been lost. However, “Spamilton” had lines asking how many syllables Miranda could squeeze into a few notes, joking about his songwriting ability. The jokes were made in good spirit and research went into creating this stellar show.

The show is full of incredibly specific references that only Broadway lovers will understand. If someone does not know Sondheim, it will be difficult to follow along. Nevertheless, it is clear that the jokes were made in good spirit and remarkable creativity, thought and research went into creating this stellar show.

“Spamilton: An American Parody” will run at the Calderwood Pavilion at the Boston Center for the Arts until April 7.
**What’s new on Netflix?**

**TV series recommendations**

Documentary retells Ted Bundy’s crimes from killer’s perspective

**Hannah Mitchell**
Journal Contributor

Nearly everyone is familiar with Ted Bundy, the American serial killer who kidnapped, raped and killed at least 30 women in the 1970s. Whether people want to admit it or not, they are fascinated by monsters like Charles Manson, Jeffrey Dahmer and, in this case, Ted Bundy.

It is one of those situations where you want to put the newspaper down, but you can’t. You want to turn the TV off, but you can’t. It is so hard for ordinary people to come to terms with the fact that other human beings can commit these types of horrendous crimes. If you are someone who is not afraid to admit that you are interested in these bone chilling scenarios, tune into “Conversations With A Killer: The Ted Bundy Tapes” on Netflix, the four episode series that chronicles the life of Ted Bundy.

The documentary features several audio recordings from interviews that journalists Stephen G. Michaud and Hugh Aynsworth conducted with Bundy during his time on death row in the 1980s. Director Joe Berlinger’s use of these audio recordings, plus archival footage, will bring the viewer back more than 30 years to a time where Ted Bundy was one of America’s most wanted men.

The viewer will be taken on the roller coaster ride that is Ted Bundy’s life. The first episode portrays the early life of infamous killer. This section describes how normal the young boy seemed to be, and contains interviews with his childhood friends and family. There is something eerie about hearing interviews from people who knew him before his life took an evil turn. The second episode dives deep into his crimes, showing the heart wrenching photos of his victims and their loved ones. The episode also contained an interview with a woman who survived an attempted abduction by Bundy in the 1970s. The third episode goes through the long, drawn out trial, leaving the viewer extremely frustrated with the court case. Ted Bundy takes the entire trial humorously. He laughs and smiles throughout it, and makes jokes with the judge. The final episode describes the last years of his life on death row. This episode shows how many times Bundy had his execution date pushed back, and shows the reactions of the crowd who stood outside the prison on the day his execution, which took place on Jan. 24, 1989.

Through this series, the viewer sees how these criminal acts impacted the family and friends of the deceased. By the end of Bundy’s spree of murders, thousands of people were affected by his crimes, and in a way, he made all of these people victims.

The viewer is able to follow the sequence of events quite easily. In the beginning of each segment, the shot cuts to a timeline that displays the month and year to indicate when the events took place. The timeline begins in 1946, when Bundy is only five years old, and it ends in 1989 when he is executed.

Some people did not believe Bundy was guilty. They could not understand why someone so “smart and handsome” would do such awful things. For many years, Bundy would not confess. It was not until Jan. 22, 1989, just two days before his execution, Bundy spoke to Detective Bob Keppel and admitted to being involved with nearly 30 homicides... His voice comes through the speakers as he confesses and talks about the murders, and the photos of his victims are displayed on the screen. Not only is this film a front row seat to his confession, but it is a glimpse into the bizarre inner workings of a vicious mind like Ted Bundy’s.

This series is both disturbing yet interesting. Most documentaries about beasts like Ted Bundy do not have the killer’s voice and thoughts heard throughout the episodes. The idea that this sort of human being existed, and viewers can hear him talk about his life and the crimes he committed through his perspective, make this series stand out from other crime shows.

Connect with Hannah by emailing hnmitchell@su.suffolk.edu

**Sarah Lukowski**
Journal Staff

The evocative and disturbing thriller television series “You” has kept viewers on the edge of their seats since its release on Netflix in December by showing that obsession does not always equal love.

“You” is based on the novel of the same title by Caroline Kepnes. The show follows New York bookstore manager Joe Goldberg as he falls in love and later becomes obsessed with a young woman named Guinevere “Beck” Beck, a customer and aspiring writer. As Joe falls deeper in love, his stalkerish tendencies intensify, eventually driving him to commit murder.

The unsettling series, produced by Greg Berlanti, mirrors movies like “American Psycho” and “Gone Girl” with its twisted love story as Joe becomes entwined with Beck and will do anything to please her, even if that means taking extreme measures.

Joe’s inner monologues are a key part of the story and are one of the most frightening parts about “You.” They take away any mystery behind Joe’s actions as he thoroughly explains his choices. For example, he steals Beck’s phone and tells the audience that he does this so he can learn more about her private life through her text messages and personal photos:

In a way, his inner monologues damper the threat of him, making him more personable and likable as a character. If he appears to be rational as he makes decisions then this leaves the viewers to decide if he is a sadistic person or someone who would do anything to get what he wants.

If Joe’s inner monologue was not included, there would be loads of awkward silences between him and Beck as he methodically thinks his actions through, and with that in mind, it makes the show even more eerie. There was never a point where the voice overs felt like too much.

It seems wrong, but there are scenes in the beginning when it feels easy to sympathize with Joe and his brutal upbringing. He might have a dark side, but all of his actions were not out of love for Beck.

When people such as Peach, Beck’s best friend, became an obstacle in Joe and Beck’s relationship, Joe simply eliminated her from the equation.

It was not until the last few episodes that one’s hatred for Joe really boiled. Joe started out seemingly innocent, appearing as the guy that every girl wants, despite his many secrets such as the glass chamber in the bookstore basement where he trapped his victims. But once he started to harm Beck after she discovers the real him, was the turning point that felt angering and betraying.

During the series, the viewers get a lot to learn about Joe, but Beck also becomes a vibrant character. Beck’s point of view is shown in the series with voiceovers of her perspective, balancing out both of the narratives.

The twists throughout this series really pushes the story further until it becomes almost unbearable and the lines between love and obsession are blurred. If this series did not make viewers uncomfortable, then they were not fully watching it.

The performances by Penn Badgley (Joe) who is known for his character Dan Humphrey on the television series “Gossip Girl” and Elizabeth Lail (Beck) from television show “Once Upon A Time,” are phenomenal. Badgley and Lail showcase their acting skills when they both push the boundaries of their characters. The more we learn about Joe and Beck, the more unsettling the thriller becomes.

The 10-episode series lacked viewers when it first premiered on Lifetime in September and earned low ratings, but after it began streaming on Netflix, social media lit up in response to this unique storyline.

There is exciting news for all the fans that became obsessed with the first season. Although no official release date has been set, Netflix recently announced that it will be coming back for a second season, picking up on the cliffhanger where the last episode left off.

Connect with Sarah by emailing slukowski@su.suffolk.edu

**Ted Bundy Tapes**

**You**
Ralph Northam administration: Politics over core values

By Nick Viveiros

When news broke in early February that Gov. Ralph Northam’s (D-VA) med school yearbook featured a photo of two men in racist garb — one in blackface, the other in full Ku Klux Klan robes — this reporter shook his head, but certainly wasn’t surprised.

For those of us who haven’t turned on cable news since the first of the month, Northam is facing a crisis weeks after his comments caused controversy. When presented an opportunity by Senator Ben Sasse last week to unanimously state that they don’t belong in office, the Reproductive Health Act, which is usually considered to be against the practice of abortion, was vetoed — she’s dilating?” Tran responded, “Yes.”

When it became clear that this was a clear case of what an unborn child in the womb resembles, not a “clump of cells” but instead a distinct human with DNA that is unique to itself, the abortion lobby has had to make concessions to the pro-life side, supporting bans on some third trimester, partial birth or otherwise late-term abortions. For the purposes of this article, late-term abortion is used to describe any abortion that is carried out in the third trimester or after the unborn child is generally considered viable outside the womb (23-25 weeks).

The pro-choice lobby had given the appearance that abortions were limited to the time before the unborn child can live on its own outside of the womb. They have most certainly claimed to be against the practice of infanticide, which is defined as the deliberate killing of an infant.

In January, the New York Legislature passed the Reproductive Health Act (RHA) by an astounding 38 to 24 vote in the Senate and 92 to 47 in the Assembly. The RHA gives mothers the right to have an abortion performed up to the point of birth, as long as a doctor agrees that the reason for the abortion is health-related, according to CNN. The Supreme Court Case Daldon v. Bolton (a companion ruling to Roe v. Wade and the basis for the definition of “health” in the RHA) describes health as “physical, emotional, psychological, familial, and the woman’s age.” This law effectively allows for late term abortions on demand, up to the moment of birth, including abortions performed on perfectly viable unborn children.

Now it appears that affectation has been wiped away. Infanticide has been embraced among the left-leaning, pro-choice crowd.

Assuming that one does not believe that life begins at conception, to not draw a distinction between a two week old fetus and a child entering the birth canal is either pure ignorance or pure malevolence. These unborn babies experience pain, have beating hearts, functioning brains and nerves, and have all the features of a newborn. There is no important anatomical distinction between a viable child in the womb versus a child in the second outside of the womb besides location. Killing viable fetuses is infanticide. The only case in which late-term abortion should be permitted is when the unborn child poses a direct threat to the physical well-being of the mother, not for relatively minor and treatable mental health issues such as depression or anxiety. Fear for one’s emotional wellbeing is not an excuse for the murder of the unborn.

If somebody murders an adult based on the belief that they may have problems to their mental or emotional wellbeing in the future, they would go to prison. Why is this standard not applied to fully formed humans seconds away from birth? Late-term abortions are especially brutal procedures. As described by the C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital at the University of Michigan, some of the most commonly used methods of late term abortions, dilation and evacuation, entails the crushing of skulls, the use of vacuums to suck out brains (to assist with the suctioning), and knives to chop off arms and legs in order to remove the unborn child.

This act of pure evil is permitted under the RHA for a plethora of unjustifiable reasons.

Compounding the utter contempt the left has shown towards the unborn in recent weeks, Virginia Delegate Kathy Tran proposed a law mirroring the RHA, allowing mothers to abort the unborn one week past the moment of birth, also for reasons of mental health, according to Vox.com. In a companion ruling on the bill, Tran was grilled by Republican Delegate Todd Gilbert. This eerie dialogue ensued in which Tran stated that her proposed legislation would allow abortion up to the moment of birth. Gilbert asked, “Where it’s obvious a woman is about to give birth... would that still be at a point at which she can request an abortion if she was so certified — she’s dilating?” Tran responded, “Yes.”

Why, then, if the party prides itself on believing all women and having no place for racism, will not one of the three embattled members of Virginia’s government resign?

Andrew Cuomo and other Democrats have heartlessly condoned infanticide

It is evident that a large number of members on the left has begun to embrace infanticide. When presented an opportunity by Senator Ben Sasse last week to unanimously state that they were against infanticide and ban doctors from killing children who survived botched abortions, not a single Senate Democrat chose to do so.

Democrats refused to applaud President Donald Trump’s condemnation of the infanticidal bills New York and Virginia have passed in recent weeks. Virginia’s government resign? It is time for the reasonnable liberals to speak out against it or they will have to convince the American people that killing fully formed babies in the womb is moral. I’m inclined to believe that the American people won’t agree.
Editor’s Word

The student body at Suffolk University is one of diverse nature. We at this school maintain that diverse perspectives and opinions — even though some may be at odds with our own — are important for forming more informed and sensible decisions about the stances we choose to take when it comes to our politics.

As Suffolk University continues to examine our safety on campus, we, The Suffolk Journal, ask that you listen to your peers and their concerns regarding the discussion of arming the Suffolk University Police Department.

The University has been cautious in its endeavors pursuing this conversation and appears to be carefully considering all viewpoints. This is an important part of making a controversial decision of this kind. We ask that you consider the views of your peers and try to empathize before pointing fingers, calling names and drawing conclusions.

The Suffolk Journal Staff

Any given resignation would result in a Republican advance in office

Newman becomes governor, and the Republican-led legislature appoints a new attorney general.

As you can see, in all cases, a resignation advances a Republican to one of the top three offices in the state. Democrats worked hard to win in Virginia in 2017, raising almost $37 million for Northam’s race alone. He was endorsed by major party figures such as former President Barack Obama (D-IL), Biden, 2016 presidential candidate Hillary Clinton (D-NY) and Keith Ellison, the head of the Democratic National Committee. This was considered a crucial race in a “purple state” — a state that swings from red to blue and back quite often.

When Donald Trump or any Republican official makes a racist statement or takes a racist action, the left is always rightfully swift in their condemnation. Even with one of their own, they’ve been pretty quiet about it.

The University has been facing our fair share of challenges in the last decade, but we are still an institution that values fairness and integrity. It is essential that our actions reinforce these principles. An ombuds office, or Office of the Ombuds, founded on the core principles of independence and impartiality, is a designated official tasked with resolving conflicts and addressing concerns. An ombuds office would provide reassurance that a welcoming office exists to explain policies, mediate disputes, and redress grievances.

Whether it’s a public relations crisis caused by a professor rejecting a Latina student’s writing as “not her own,” or frequent presidential searches and firings marred by controversy and investigation, we have room for improvement in many areas of our university.

Yasir Batalvi
Journal Contributor
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We need a resource that stands independent to identify, facilitate, and resolve the university administration, to ensure that we are truly committed to positive growth, transparency, and progress. Acting with a ‘no-wrong-door’ policy, an ombuds office will be able to assist students, faculty and staff with any issue — especially complex challenges, outdated practices or operational inefficiencies. At the institutional level, it would codify unwritten policies and procedures, and help us all understand them.

The reason an ombuds office would be the primary place to identify and address these long-term concerns is because their mandate is specifically impartial and independent from the university structure. Importantly, even though individual cases are confidential, an ombuds office can identify and report on trends or patterns of issues that may be systemic. Many people at Suffolk University have persistent concerns regarding student spaces, the rise of tuition year after year, or dining services concerns going unaddressed, among other issues. But the lack of a reporting resource means confidential, an ombuds office can identify and report on trends or patterns of issues that may be systemic. Many people at Suffolk University have persistent concerns regarding student spaces, the rise of tuition year after year, or dining services concerns going unaddressed, among other issues. But the lack of an ombuds office means that a problem exists, improvement is recognizable, and a reporting resource exists to ensure that we are truly committed to positive growth, transparency, and progress.
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Rams net historic season despite first round exit

Joe Rice
Journal Staff
Sean Cushing
Asst. Sports Editor

Just two years ago in the 2016-17 season, the Suffolk Men’s Basketball team concluded their year with a 7-19 record. Now, the script is flipped after concluding the 2018-19 regular campaign with a strong 18-7 record, the most in school history since going 19-6 in 1975-76.

The rebuild came into full swing by the end of the 2017-18 season. The Rams ended their year at 15-12, some eight wins better than the previous year.

To add, they even made a splash in the Great Northeast Athletic Conference (GNAC) tournament, uprooting the third-seeded Saint Joseph’s University of Maine and fighting tooth-and-nail in the GNAC semifinals before falling to the No. 2 seed Johnson & Wales University, 80-74. The Rams ended their year having won four of their last five contests.

“We were very confident heading into this season and we’ve been able to show why,” said senior guard Mike Hagopian in a recent interview with The Suffolk Journal.

Things began a bit rocky for the Rams entering the season. They started their year with a 5-5 record, but managed to rattle off 13 of their remaining 15 contests.

In the midst of a winning streak during the middle of the season, the Rams banded together and displayed some of their best team play of the season.

“I think what separates us from every other team in the GNAC is our versatility and depth,” said Hagopian. “We have a ton of guys that are capable of going off.”

The Rams were led by Hagopian throughout the majority of his historic career. Hagopian stands alone as the most decorated shooter from long range at the university. His 233 career three-pointers, which is the most in Suffolk history, paved the way to 1,000 point milestone.

Guard Thomas Duffy was also a key component for the Rams, leading the team in points per game (15.6) and assists per game (4.2).

Though they have had some standout performances through the years, it has been the coaching that has truly made the engine go.

“Coach Juron has done an excellent job of pushing us to be the best we can be both on and off of the court,” said junior forward Steven DiPrizio in a recent interview with The Suffolk Journal. “He always makes sure we are extremely prepared for every game that we play, and has done an amazing job of leading the very talented group we have.”

Three-time National Champion Jim Calhoun coaches St. Joseph’s on the sidelines.

After their best regular season performance since 1976, the Rams came into the GNAC Tournament with the No. 2 seed, hosting the seventh-seeded Saint Joseph’s University of Connecticut, coached by none other than three-time NCAA National Champion at the University of Connecticut, Jim Calhoun.

After a back-and-forth battle on Tuesday consisting of four lead-changes, the Blue Jays came out on top in an upset, 95-84, in the GNAC Quarterfinals. While Duffy and the Rams always had a knack for getting things done offensively, play on the both sides of the ball remained crucial throughout the season.

“The main factor for our team this season has been our defense, it is what has separated us from the other teams and has put us in a position to be successful each night we play,” said DiPrizio.

Though the season ended on a sour note, Duffy’s team-leading 21 points were sufficient enough to reach the 1,000 point milestone. He is the first junior to reach this milestone.

Even with the unexpected first round exit, this season has been a building block towards the greater goal of winning a GNAC title. With returning players like Duffy, DiPrizio, Alex Jacovides and Brenden Mulson; Suffolk will be primed for another run.

Connect with Sean and Joe by emailing suffolk sports@gmail.com

Suffolk Men’s Basketball senior Mike Hagopian embraces his teammates in his final moments as a Suffolk Ram after a disappointing 95-84 loss to University of St. Joseph.

Three-time National Champion Jim Calhoun coaches St. Joseph’s from the sidelines.
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Final Regular Season Record

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men’s Basketball</td>
<td>18-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s Basketball</td>
<td>18-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men’s Hockey</td>
<td>8-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s Hockey</td>
<td>15-9-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Postseason Path

Quarterfinals - St. Joseph’s: 95 Suffolk: 84
Quarterfinals - Suffolk: 68 Anna Maria: 58
Quarterfinals - Norwich: 1 Suffolk: 0
Quarterfinals - UMass: 2 Suffolk: 1
Suffolk alumna lands dream job with Patriots

As a Suffolk University women’s soccer player, alumna Lauren Spencer went to the playoffs with her team for four consecutive years. Today, as the Social Media Coordinator for the New England Patriots, Spencer has experienced a whole new postseason.

Now in her second full year with the Patriots, Spencer has been fortunate enough to follow the team to three consecutive Super Bowls. Previously, she had interned with the team for a full year.

“It’s all I’ve known since I’ve been there,” said Spencer in an interview with The Suffolk Journal. “Every year has meant something different. The first one was totally overwhelming in a good way and just something I never expected. To now go through it a second time I’m just beyond fortunate. It’s pretty special and I’m truly lucky.”

This championship was especially meaningful to Spencer, as her father got to tag along to watch the game. She explained that he had also been there the year before, but was crushed after the Patriots’ 41-33 loss to the Eagles.

In a team of five people, Spencer has had the opportunity to be up close with players such as Tom Brady, Julian Edelman and Rob Gronkowski. Some of her tasks include coming up with content for their video teams and deciding what to write for certain captions and tweets.

Spencer graduated from Suffolk in 2015 with a degree in print journalism. After graduation, she moved to Nashville and did a full year Public Relations internship with the Tennessee Titans. In hopes of being closer to home, Spencer came back and decided to spend a semester in graduate school at Suffolk. While in school, she worked under Suffolk’s Sports Information Director Amy Barry.

Spencer graduated from Suffolk in 2015 with a degree in print journalism. After graduation, she moved to Nashville and did a full year Public Relations internship with the Tennessee Titans. In hopes of being closer to home, Spencer came back and decided to spend a semester in graduate school at Suffolk. While in school, she worked under Suffolk’s Sports Information Director Amy Barry.

Spencer said that her work with Barry prepared her for an internship with the Patriots that would then turn into an amazing full-time opportunity. As Spencer now travels alongside the Patriots to every game, she explained some of biggest daily responsibilities.

“I’m posting everything to all our major platforms which is Twitter, Facebook and Instagram,” said Spencer. “I’m just coming up with content ideas as far as what we’d like to see on each platform, what we can do for certain milestones players have coming up or game coverage.”

In her time at Suffolk, Spencer not only played soccer, but wrote for The Suffolk Journal and interned for the Boston Celtics. Spencer said that she’s grateful for all the connections she made at Suffolk and how she was able to branch further out to places past the Suffolk campus.

“A lot of my friends now, especially working in sports, had gone to major schools like Alabama and they have so much loyalty to their schools and their football teams,” said Spencer. “Although that would have been so fun I wouldn’t trade Suffolk for anything because of where it led me.”

As the Patriots came back home to a celebratory parade, Spencer found herself on a duck boat for the second time. She was overwhelmed with emotions as she saw the banner strung across Suffolk’s Sargent Law School congratulating the team.

“Four years ago I was there with my friends at the Patriots Parade as a fan. Now I have been a part of this for two additional wins on top of that. That part was super cool and made me thankful for the opportunities and where it all started.”

Hannah Arroyo
Sports Editor

@gosuffolkrams:
WBB | @SuffolkWbb moves on with the 68-58 @TheGNAC Quarterfinals win over @goAMCATS #RamNation #d3hoops

HELP WANTED:
Interested in sports writing?
Contact the sports team by emailing suffolksports@gmail.com
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